THE HiVE

HiVE was established as an industry-academia collaborative learning hub, that supports students in research, resources, technology and networking. There are three main sections under HiVE: a VIZlab for research and innovation; an INNOlab for entrepreneurship, and the Siti Hasmah Digital Library (SHDL 2.0), which serves as a knowledge resource centre. HiVe is a space where students can come up with new inventions.

SHDL 2.0

As a knowledge resource centre, Siti Hasmah Digital Library (SHDL) is not only known as a reservoir of knowledge, but plays an important role in academia. To materialize this, four (4) functional areas were established with a concept “Creating Spaces For People That Work”.

SOCIAL

This is considered as loud area. More interaction activities and create a cool place in MMU Library. Students may want to have activities in one of the corners that we provide “pitching area”.

HARVEST

Will house most of library collections. The OPAC and Self-Checkout machine will ease the user on the loan transactions. This is our knowledge discovery area.

DEVELOP

In this area, discussion group will be provided. We minimize the ‘single’ study area and it will be called “Inventor District” where the student can do their experiment, drawing, coding etc.

LEARNING

Quiet study area in the library that student will have time to read books, browse online databases and e-books. Will also provide ‘makerspace’ Lab. state of the art facilities and ambience which create cozy space for them to study.